Uniform Care Instructions
Washing Instructions: Uniforms are to be washed in cold water with gentle detergent on gentle
cycle or by hand. Remove promptly after washing and hang to dry. Do not use fabric softener.
DO NOT put uniforms in the dryer. DO NOT DRY CLEAN.

Uniforms NEED to be washed after each competition!!
Stains: Make up stains can be treated with a stain stick or stain removal spray (Spray & Wash,
Shout Stain Stick). Treat stain & let set for about 20 minutes then wash according to washing
instructions. Also good to remove stains in a hurry is to wipe the stain with “Wet Ones” (the ones
in the red package). Just keep wiping over the stain many times and it should come out until you
can get the stain pre-treated with stain removal and wash it.

DO NOT USE ANY TYPE OF BLEACH OR BLEACH PENS!!!
Rhinestones: The Rhinestones are factory set and should stay on without any problem.
In the event that any rhinestones come off bring your uniform to Margie at your next practice
AFTER it has been cleaned and she will re-apply them. Rhinestones will not be replaced the
night before we compete or leave for a competition.
Sports Bras: A BLACK sports bra must be worn under your uniform top. This is absolutely
MANDATORY!
Make-up: If you have any problems or questions coaches and other parents are always around
and willing to lend you a hand.
Bows: Please keep your bows in a separate bag to keep them clean and neat. If you lose or
need another bow for any reason the replacement cost is $20.00 per bow.
All Star Teams- WHITE bow
HYPE Teams- RED bow
The uniforms are custom designed, not custom fitted. We have done our best to fit your child as
close to exact as we can. If you feel your child’s uniform needs altering you can have it done
yourself or we can have it tailored for a fee.

*Uniforms MUST be washed and cleaned after each competition*
If any of our Star Athletics Staff sees that the uniform has not been cleaned we will take it after
the competition and have it cleaned. You will be charged a $30.00 fee for the cleaning.

